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vLoc3 RTK-Pro Softwareupdate v1.35 – Add new features 
(Includes all necessary steps from software version 1.26 to 1.35) 
 
To unlock the new features, the free MyLocator3 Desktop App is required. This can be downloaded 
at www.vivax-metrotech.com/support/downloads. 
 
Procedure:  

1. Start the MyLocator3 Desktop App 
2. Connect the vLoc3 RTK-Pro receiver to the PC using the USB cable provided. 
3. Switch on the receiver. The PC will automatically recognize the device.  
4. To download the latest update to the receiver, click on the "Download" button in the "vLoc3-

RTK-Pro" section on the left. After downloading the software, the receiver must be restarted. 
5. In the next step, as soon as the receiver is switched on again, the MyLocator3 app will 

automatically load the actual configuration from the receiver, provided that the check mark 
is set at "Auto-load config" (See circle in figure 1). If this check mark is not set, then the 
configuration can be loaded manually as shown as point B in figure 1:  

  
 
 

 
figure 1 

 
6. As soon as the configuration is loaded, click on "Menu Settings" in the left selection bar 

(figure 2). 
 

  
figure 2 

 
 

Open the window as full screen or scroll down in the menu settings.  

B: Load configuration 

http://www.vivax-metrotech.com/support/downloads
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7. Object feature logging and Walk-Back function (figure 3) 

Open the drop-down list at the item "Auto Log Features" <1> and set the checkmarks <2> at 
"Auto Log Features", "Disabled", "Enabled" and in the fields below "Log Feature" and "Walk 
Back". In the next step, open the drop-down list on the right side and select "Deactive" <3>.  
(figure 3) 
 

 
 

8. Add the long and survey adapters (figure 4) 
Open the drop-down list at the item "Adapter" <1> and set the checkmarks <2> at "Not 
attached", "Tall", "Survey" and „Long survey“.  
In the next step, set the checkmark at point <3>.   
 

 
figure 4 
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9. Settings for „Start with new survey“ and „Selection of locate screens in a list (figure 5) 

First open the "Options" item in the left menu bar. <1> 
Then the hooks can be set as follows:  

 
- New Survey Prompt <2>: With this, the first query that appears after switching on the 
receiver is whether you want to start a new measurement. This makes sense to separate the 
data sets clearly for the export.  
- Locate Screen Select <3>: This speeds up the selection of the different measurement 
methods (Classic View, Vector, etc.) considerably. Instead of jumping through the individual 
screens, the correct locate screen can be selected with a long press on the "Enter" key. 

 

 
 

10. New with MyLocator3 v1.17 
The following items can be newly selected in the menu settings:  
 
- Coordinate format selection (1): 
You can choose between degrees, minutes and seconds (DMS), degrees and minutes (DM) or 
decimal degrees (DD). Please check the boxes accordingly if an alternative format is desired. 
DMS is displayed as the default without a check mark.  
 
- Cloud Data Sending (2):  
With "Enable" the data communication to the VMMap Cloud is switched on. 
With "Disable" the data communication is interrupted. Even a later restart does not transfer 
any data to the cloud.  
In the delivery state the data transfer is always active (enabled). 
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- Warning message for horizontal inaccuracy 

For the 2DRMS setting there is now the possibility to set a threshold value.  
If the value is out of tolerance, a warning triangle and a red save button will appear in the 
info screen as a warning that this point is not accurate. As a default, the value for RTK should 
not be set higher than 5 - 10 cm before the warning appears. (1) 

 
- Additionally, by checking "Prevent saving", the saving of the point can be blocked as soon as 

the tolerance limit is exceeded. (2) 
Attention! Then it is not possible to save at all, as soon as the tolerance value is exceeded. 
Also in areas where only GPS reception is available! 
 

 
 

- Selection for NMEA0183 GNSS Bluetooth and open Bluetooth Guidance:  
In the "Options" menu, a permanent Bluetooth connection to an external device can be 
switched on. Currently only the coordinates are transmitted.  
If you have any questions about this, please contact us.  
 

- Export:  
o Gon added as export option for angle displays  
o UTM-DE added as export option. In contrast to the pure "UTM", with UTM-DE the zone is 
prefixed with the easting.  
o Reduced, respectively adjusted number of digits behind the decimal point for all 
evaluations  
o Addition of GeoTiff files for better height correction. Can be used in the menu item "Log 
data" under "Advanced". The GeoTiff files can be downloaded free of charge at 
https://cdn.proj.org, for example.  
 
- MyLocator3 now also works in connection with proxy servers 
 

11. If you are still missing other check marks, for example for "Pipe diameter" or "Discrete 
Fourier Transform (DFT)", these can now also be set if required. Please remember that every 
change has a direct effect on the receiver menu and the functions in the device before you 
set or delete check marks. 
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12. The next step is to transfer the configuration to the receiver. Click on the icon shown in 

figure 4 in the upper taskbar of the MyLocator3 app. 
 

 
figure 4 

 
13. After the configuration has been transmitted (duration approx. 5 seconds), switch off the 

receiver to save the configuration. 
14. Switch the receiver on and open the user menu (long press on the "i" key). Now scroll 

through the menu with the "+", or "-" key to the newly configured items and select them 
accordingly.   
 
If you have any questions or problems configuring the receiver, please contact your sales 
representative. 
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